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tection which always has been available to other people. We're still tyring to be recog-
nized as human beings.” According to some Indian spokesmen, those who resist the
repatriation of skeletal remains manifest “a vestige of racism from the last century,
when we weren’t recognized as people. Our ancestors are [still] called specimens, pa-
thology material, data, and archaeological resources.”!

Finally there are Indians who are considered neutral on the issue of repatriation
and there are also some who see archaeology as valuable in recovering their history.
They see museum collections as resources for preserving Indian cultures and for teach-
ing both Indian and non-Indians.?

As mentioned earlier, the Iowa case was the trigger that set off the explosive issue
of repatriation and fueled the recent anger toward archaeologists among Indian
groups. I say recent because this is only the latest stage of Indian resistence to anthro-
pological activities that many Indians regard as blatently racist. It is also symptomatic
of their often uneasy relationship with anthropologists. In regard to the collecting of
skeletal remains, this anger extends back to the beginning of the nineteenth century.

One anthropologist admitted recently that “there is little doubt that some collec-
tors of human burials were insensitive to the feelings of Native American people but
my impression is that this is rare.”'* Another museum anthropologist was not so
equivocal. “Our collections were gathered according to the legal and ethical standards
of the time... there’s no way you can go back and rejudge the past.”'&gt; Are these as-
sumptions valid? Were collections made in accordance with the legal and ethical stan-
dards of the time? My reading of the historical data points to the opposite conclusion.

Ever since Europeans, like Johann Blumenbach in Germany, Peter Camper in the
Netherlands, John Hunt and Charles White in England and later Paul Broca in France,
began to consider bones valuable in racial studies, scientists in both Europe and Amer-
ica enthusiastically collected the bones of both Indians and blacks.!® In the early nine-
teenth century, American attitudes toward Indians began to change. The shift from
seeking their inclusion into American society to their exclusion, had a corresponding
effect on ethnological research and methodology. If Indians could be shown to be un-

affected by the environment and biologically incapable of change, then their removal
and extermination could be more easily justified.

Tostress this difference, bones became important evidence since they were consid-
ered immune to environmental factors. Believing that brain size proved an index to in-
telligence, crania werte measured and used by ethnologists to confirm the Indians infe-
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